Skymaster/X-treme Order/Deposit Policy
See www.bvmjets.com to select an airframe, paint scheme, and accessories.
Be certain of the airplane number (which describes the paint scheme) and accessories with
the appropriate part number before placing your order.
Because each model is painted and equipped to order, it is difficult and costly to change an
order. Appropriate administrative costs may apply. You may add to the original order at no
extra charge.
Please understand that a high performance electric or turbine powered jet, even in the ARF
format, is a complex project to properly assemble, install equipment, and safely operate. The
purchaser and/or a close, experienced modeler associate must have the necessary
experience. The ability to touch-up paint with an airbrush should also be part of that
experience.

Reality
The price and products are attractive, but to expect perfection at Asian prices is unrealistic.
BVM does counsel the factories that build these products, but they don't always agree with
our guidance, or for whatever reasons, cannot always comply with stringent quality control
procedures. Most of the time, most of the customers are satisfied with the value of the product
they receive. The more jet experienced a customer is, the more capable he is of fixing paint
flaws or minor shipping damage.
In most cases, the factories have been very obliging in trying to satisfy each customer, but
this of course requires extra time, airfreight, and administrative costs.
When you purchase a Skymaster/Xtreme product from BVM, you know that you are dealing
with the most experienced jet dealer in the USA, so, BVM is your best bet to help resolve
problems. BVM has contributed design improvements and flight test analysis to Skymaster for
the past 5 years and we offer intelligent upgrade (Success Packs) for some of their jets. No
other USA dealer has done so or even has the experience to contribute to product
improvement.
A 50% Non-Refundable deposit confirms your order. The balance is due when the order is
ready to ship from China to your door. All Skymaster/Xtreme sales are final.
Payment may be by: Credit Card, Check, Money Order or Bank Transfer
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